INFO TECHNOLOGY

8th Fastest Growing Market for Tech Talent
$68k Median Computer & IT Annual Salary
10th Fastest Growth in Software Developers
Info Technology

Few places can compete with the Information Technology resources available in Cleveland, located on the largest fiber trunk in the nation. You heard that right. The fiber network connects our region with high transmission speeds, providing the ideal location for information technology business who rely on solid connections.

CLE maintains a 100 gigabit service that connects the Global Center for Health Innovation, Downtown Cleveland, the Health Tech Corridor, and University Circle, enabling transmission speeds that are the fastest available in the world.

Combine that power with our first class data centers, our low operational costs, and our State Tax Abatement for Data Centers and you have the perfect IT mecca, right here in Cleveland.

“More and more data centers are choosing Cleveland due to cheap power, abundant fiber-optic, and safe storing options.”

Connectivity is now a vital component to growth, causing every city to take a hard look at how to provide top-of-the-line services that support expansion in areas such as education and business.

While Cleveland is always researching and innovating to stay on top of the latest in the Info Tech industry, our current structure provides unparalleled IT resources.